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Abstract-ln a recent work, explicit formulas of smooth

time-varying state feedbacks which make the origin of a model

of an underactuated surface vessel globally uniforrnly àsymp-

totically stable are proposed. In the present work extrrerimental

results are presented where these control laws are implemented

for control of a model of an offshore supply vessel in order to
investigate the values and limitations of the theoretical results' In
the exferiments the ship is exposed to perturbations including
unmodleled dynamics, waves, currents and measurement noise'

The experiments indicate that the control system possesses some

robustness to these perturbatious, something which complies with
theory. TIre experimental results suggest that unmodeled ship

dynamics and invironmental disturbances should be taken into

aôcount in the controller design for practlcal implementation'

I ndex Terms-Experimental results, time-varying feedback' un-
deractuated systens' unifonn asymptotic stability'

I. INTRODUCTION

YNAMIC positioning of surface vessels is required

Ll i" many offshore oil freld operations such as drilling,

pipeJaying and diving support. Critical to the success of a

dynamically positioned surface vessel is its capability for accu-

rate and reliable control, subject to environmental disturbances

as well as to configuration related changes, such as a reduced

number of available control inputs. This reducton may be the

result of an actuator failure or a deliberate decision to limit the

number of actuators due to e.g., cost and weight considerations'

In[24], we have considered the dynamic positioning control

problem for a ship that has no side thruster, but two indepen-

àent main thrusters located at a distance from the center line in

order to provide both surge force and yaw moment' The control

problem considered in this paper was to find a contlol law that

itabilized both the position variables and the orientation, using

only the two available controls. As open-loop control does not

compensate for disturbances and model errors' we have con-

structed a family of globally unifornùy asymptotically stabi-

lizing feedback control laws. Since the proposed feedbacks con-
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trol three degrees of freedom with only two independent coû-

trols, we have, hence, solved an underactuated control problem'

Control of underacfuated systems is a continuation of the

research on nonholonomic systems. While the nonholonomic

systems have constraints on the velocity, underactuation leads

to constraints on the acceleration. Consequently, for underac-

tuated systems we have to consider the dynamics in addition

to the kinematics of the system in the control design' When

the dynamics is included, the systems have a drift vector field

and this poses new demands on the controllability analysis and

the control design as compared to driftless systems. In recent

years, nonholonomic systems have been a topic of much in-

terest in the control society' Control of nonholonomic systems

has proved to be a challenging problem, inherently nonlilear

and not amenable to linear control theory. For the stabilization

of nonholonomic systems which do not satisfy the conditions of
Brockett [5], several approaches have been proposed' A review

of nonholonomic systems control is given in [20]' To mention

a few, stabilization of equilibrium manifolds and the use of dis-

continuous control was proposed in [4] and [3] while [30J was

the fust to show how continuous tine-varying feedback laws

could asymptotically stabilize nonholonomic systems, in par-

ticular a nonholonomic cart.

Control of underactuated ships is an active topic of research'

Underactuated tracking control of ships has been considered for

instance in [18], t151, [1], t277,131), [6], and [11]' Concerning

the stabilization problem, it is seen from results by [5], [9] and

[33] that the ship is not even locally asymptotically stabilizable

by continuous static state feedback. However, the surface vessel

is still locally strongly accessible and small time locally con-

trollable [25], and by I10l the ship is then locally asymptoti-

cally stabilizable in small time by means of an almost smooth

periodic time-varying feedback law. However, since the under-

actuated ship is not a controllable driftless system, the results

of tSl, t10l do not allow us to claim that this system is globally

a$ymptotically stabilizable by time-varying feedbacks'

For the stabitzation of the underactuated ship, in [32] a con-

tinuous feedback control law is proposed that instead asymptot-

ically stabilizes an equilibrium manifold. The desired equilib-

rium point is then stable as all the system variables are bounded

by the initial conditions of the system. Furthermore, the position

variables with this approach converge exponentially to their de-

sired values. The course angle however converges to some con-

stant value, but not necessarily to zero. In [29] a discontinuous

feedback control law is proposed, and this provides exponential

convergence to the desired equilibrium point, under certain as-

sumptions on the initial value. In [25] a time-varying feedback

control law is proposed that provides exponential (with respect
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Fig. 1. ShiP variables'

to a given dilation) stability of the desired equilibrium point'

However the feedback law only iocally stabilizes the desired

â"ififJ"* point, and the size àf the region of attraction is not

known. In t27l a ti*"-uuryiog feedback control law is proposed

;; ô;td; seurigtobal pruiital 
"*pooential 

stabiûtv of a sim-

pitnâ *J"t of th-e ship,ïhere the surge and yaw velocities are

ionriO"rea as controls' in t7l a geometric framework for con-

;;it"ffi """rvs* 
and molon càntrol is proposed for mechan-

i"uf ryrt"*, on Li" groups, including-the underactuated hover-

craft. In [24], thefull sh'ip model including both the dynamics

and the kinematics, *itf' t*g" force and yaw.moment controls

are considered, and a gfoUif' uniforrrly stabilizing feedback

0 are given by the hydrodynamic damping' The available con-

trols are the surge control fo,""',, and the yaw control moment

12. We do not, however, have an-available control in sway' and

;; ;;;il;f controlling the ship *- 
'ht": 

degrees of freedom

is therefore an underactuated conùol problem' When modeling

il G, the dynamics associated with the motion in heave'

ro11 and pitch me assumed to be negligible' It is firthermore

assumed that the inertia and damping matrices are diagonal'

ThiJt true for ships having port/starboard and fore/aft sym-

-"*y. Vtort rhips hâve port/t*9"4:{i*"Y' Nonsvmmetry

i;'aft of the siip impiie' that the off-diagonal terms of the in-

"J^ -"oi" rnzt * 0 and maz I 0' and allo for the damping

^""i,lrt *'o i"d i* I 6' fn"t" off-diagonal terms will'

howevet be small 
"o*Ë*"0 

to the diagonal elements rn;i eîd

tl;; (i = 1"'3) tor àost ships' Nonsyry:tty fore/aft will

also give some e"tra ctoss+erms due to Coriolis and centripetal

forces. Control design in the general case wlrere also the off-di-

"go.uf 
*rrn" are taken into uJ"o"nt' is trivial to solve for a fully

actuated ship while it is stitt a topic of futurc research for the

underactuated shiP'

Th" kirr"matics of the ship are described by

dr = cos(T/)u * sin(-d)tt

y = sin(r/r)u * cos(y'r)Tr

,1, =,

(4)

(s)

(6)

confol law was constructed'-- 
aftt orrgt there has been a lot of research on the topic of un-

deractuated systems, quite few experimental results have been

reported. In this paper rrre present experimental results with the

aim of understanaiog *o'";out the 
-value 

and the limitations of

tft"-À""ty pt*enteJin pol' tn" feedback law is implemented

for control of a model oi an offsttore supply vessel' scale 1:70'

-t"f"g i" a pool at the Guidance' Navigation and Control lab-

oratory NTNU.
The work is organized as follows' The ship model is presented

io i""tion II' In-Section Itr, the feedback control law is given

andinSectionlVtheexperimentalresultsarepresented.

II. SnP Moorr

For the development of the control law' we use a nonlinear

model of the ship based on [14]' The dynamic equations of the

ship are

rni) .lri 1

;, -'::=rr - ---::-11.
?ll,1l tttt! 77ltl

'm,11 ,lZ:
it=_ '-u.r_-.tl

?11,22 IlI22

ltttt - nt22 'LJt * ,i_"" --11qr__f _t
' ïn33 fn 3l

Thevariablesu,uandrarethevelocitiesinsurge,sway.and
;;;;*ecJt"ly, see Fig' 1' The Parameters rtt'ii ) 0 are given

it irt"ïtip r"ertia and uiaea 
"'""s 

effects' The parametets dti 2

where r, y, and { give the position uttg orientation of the ship in

*rr"-g*t :Ér,"4 aafue. to àbtain simpter, polynomial equations

-" tt" rft" same global coordinate tansformation as in [25]

z1= cos('l):r; + sin(Û)U {7)

22 = -sin(Tf):u * cos(T/)Y (8)

(e)zz=th'

The resulting model of thc ship is then

= Ul ZZr

= 1) - Z1'l'

ffiu,-fiu+fr;"
- 

!]7L,IL1' - 
t"t ,,

' "i',,ïrî ",,,,"1'j3, + ;',
m. CoNrRoL LAw

In order to transform the model into a form that is suitable

f";;pp$;g the results in[Z4]'we use the following coordinate

and inPut transformations:

\{,

(10)

(1)

(2)

:-ru. (3)
rm33

(1 1)

(t2)

Ln (13)
rlzz

nLt)
22=zr+-;1'

(122

n1,11

lL- - =-u 
- aI

(122
t t .f 1

_ _tlzz - dtt r, +Wlt - Zzt. -tt'- mLr utlt
Tmtt-m2) t/lll-, L 

-^
t t - ??l:r3 m:J3 n133

(14)
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(The details of this choice of transformations can be found in

iZ+t.) tt" resulting model equations axe

= -*rt - f;r * Zzr - frr

= lt,f
= r (15)

= -du t d(zt * tr')r

tt

where c = rnr.f tn22, fl = d22f rn22' Based on this model the

following result can be shown:

Theorem 1: l-el

Zs= zs*k2cos(at)22 (16)

(17)

\T:

and Â;2, k3' h1,, kr, u bestrictly positive parameters such that

k:4.,(1.aà;.
^'t

Consider the transformed ship dynamics (15)' Then the origin

;f tn";; is globally t"ir"tiv asvmptoticallv stabilizedby

the feedbacks

rr,= - k,,|t- pù+ iIl - XlZ"*2fuk2cns(c.rt)]r

rr - - k,- (r - r y) + i 1 -" À lZ 2 1 
t' 7 * 2 Z t t 2 fuk2 cos(ut) 1 

t' sl
(18)

where

V1(Zz, fu) = z3 +2223 (19)

s=2*r: - 
r:.tltzrltt.# (20)

Fig.2. CyberShip L supply vessel scale l:70'

(after the unactuated degrees of freedom have converged)' and

ir," îi"""r input r'1 is fuihermore chosen to also make the yaw

angle 4 converge to zero'

IV' ExPERnlmlttAL RESIILTS

The experiments were perforyS{ 1'h:g"id*"e' 
Naviga-

tion and control LaUoraiory, NrNu. The laboratory includes_a

model ship, CyUe,'ftip i, w[i"n it a model of an offshore supply

vessel, scale 1:70, ,"" rig' i' The model lTp lut 
a mass of 17'6

;;;ïÂg,rt "r 
r'rsi' The relationship between the speed

oithe striP and the model shiP is

L'5 æ 8'37r/'1' lil Q4)

where the subscripts S and M denote the ship and the model'
ltT: -

-ktZt * kz"osïn(al)Zz
tJ- l*Azcos("rl)1r1

Moreover,theoriginofthesysæm(15)is.alsogloballyuni-
i.t"tft 

^V-pt"tiJal$ 
stabilized by the feedbacks

rr,=-hr(lt-1t's)*fut
r,= -,t,.(r- ri1+i1'

Proof: The Proof is siven in [24]'

Rem.arkl: We a," autJto prove global uniform asymptotic

J#; ùÀ the relativeiv smpre:fu"] 11* 
(23) bv using the

results of t23l that allow us to tinA a strict Lyapunov function'

,"g"ti"t *ttt the robust backstepping t"t:ltt of [17]' The con-

troller (18) on the other hand it âËu"topeO 
"sing 

standard back-

stepping [221,121]'
Remark 2: Theconroller (23) makes the transformed surge

velocity g, and the angular velocity r conveJge to the desired

virtual inputs pY *a ", 
.,f the isystem (zt' Zz'23' u)' The

virtual inputs lLf aîdr fLe chosen to make the ship move some-

what forward and backward at the same time as it turns' in order

to use the resulting Cori'olis and centripetal forces together with

the kinematic, to *utt" ttt" 
'ttip 

*ou" ti1"*uV.t in a manner that

conffols the unactuâteit"i" u*iuUt"t Zz and'i"'lil;li.*
iiJJn ,rr" ouo*formed surge velocity p is chosen to create a v1I-

;;";;; itp r* -(tt I c)ivin the 21 equation to steer ,z1 to zero

respectivelY.
The ship moves in a 6 x 10 m pool' The position and orien-

tation of tie st ip are monitored by two infrared cameras' see

Fig. 3. The infrared "u-"'u' 
detect : markers mounted at the

-trio.ïn" ptrition of these Àutt"rs are transmitted to a PC-386

;;;;;;;;t*e the shiplosition and o.lientation in Earth-fxed

cootdinates are calcutatJ' These coordinates are transmitted to

a dSPACE signat processor' This communicates over a dSPACE

bus with a Pentium 166 MHz computer where the feedback con-

trol law is implemented' A nonlinear passive observer [16] is

used to estimate the lovi-frequency positiolsand velocities' and

these estimates are then ot"O toi feedback in our control law'

Note however, as therais no separation ptl":111" for nonlinear

;;emi, r*t scheme Gs "ot 
go**'"9 stability even though

the observer i* p,ou"n-à Ue slUte and we have proven that

the closed-loop sysæm *i'h foll-"ut" feedback is stable' The

thruster commands *" '"n'through 
the signal processoq by'a

radio transmitter, to the ship' The sampling frequency used in

the exPeriments was 50 Hz'-'rigL 
a-zO show the results of an experiment with the con-

troller (23). It should b" not"d that in choosing the control pa-

rameters there is a tot of freedom' The choices made in the ex-

;;;;;;"sented here have a certain degree of arbitrariness'

and we do not at an coniecture that this is the best or optimal

choice in any sense' fh"Lnmof paramet€rs have to satisfy (17)

Qr)

(22)

(23)
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894.

thruster
commânds

Pentium 166 MHz

Kinematic transformatiolr fronr camera

l.J world coordinales

feedback control sYstem

implenrented in lvlatlab sifi tJlink

RS-422

P6ition x (-) ànd d*ir€d pFition rd (- -) Ihl

Fig. 3. Experimentâl setup.

The ship motion in lhe xy-Plane

3
y-posfion

(a)

The ship motion in the xy-Plane [m]

.a

I 4.5

.9

? 4.s

150

rime lsl
(b)

ssffi 3_5 4 4.5

Y-P? .silion [m]

Fig. 4. Ship motion in the ry plane [m]' (a) Experiments' (b) Simulations'

Fig. 5. Ship position variable;t (-) together with its set point value G -) [m]'

(a) Experiments. (b) Simulations.

''Ç +radio
transrnitter

Posilion x (-) and desirod posilion rd {- -) lnl
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Thô tlrc dolutioô of the côordimtb z1 lilI

1.5

Pætion y {-) and dæksd posiion yd (- -) {ml

150
tim (tl

(a)

Poehlon y {-) ild &!ind pdtbn yd (- -) tnl

0

tims lsJ

(a)

Ths rimô evolulion ot ths c@dinats zl lml

150
time lsl

(b)

loo tso N
lim [61

(b)

Fig. 6. Variable ;1 [m]. (a) Experiments' (b) Simulatons'

in order for the theoretical result to hold' For practical imple-

*"nàrioo we have limitations on c'J' As cu is the frequency of

tfr" 
"o**und"d 

controls, we have to choose this below the ac-

tuator rate limits given by the actuators used' Testing showed

;;;; = 0.r [ratfs] didnot give rise to any-significant act:r-

ator rate satur;don. i{aving 
"hor"o 

rJ, secondly we choose À,r

-rJ tr. With thc fixed choice of o:, the larger we choose kz the

i;;;*; can choor" Â'3' The magnitude of Â'2 and Â'3 can in

Ur"?ufyri* be seen to be factors in the convergencetates of Zz

and 23,'rcspe'ctively. $/e therefore want to choose both 
'Lz 

and

1,, * 
"ior"'to 

theii upper limits as possible' as long as we do

not have severe actuator magnitude limitations' However' there

i, *otfr". factor affecting the choice of À'2 and À;3' Due to the

underactuation we do noi huu" direct control of Zz' The tans-

formed sway position variable' The yaw velocity r is used to-

g"ir*.*i,ft inË transformed surge velocity /r' to create a force to

lrr"rr the sway variables. choosing fr3 too high, the control

Fig. ?. Ship position variable y (-) together with its set point value C ) trnl'

(a) Exp€riments. ft) Simulations'

law will keep the yaw angle 't! = 4 quite close to zero'

something which increases the necessary oscillaûons in surge

to make Àe unactûated variables conv€rge' Allowing'ry' to con-

u"tg" tforv"t lhat 22 will therefore demand fewer oscillations

in Jurge before the unactuated variables converge' Based on

thir, ,u" choose A2 eQual to its upper limit' while we choose À:

to be 504o of its upper tirrit' finatty, the parameters k' and k'"

are chosen. These parameters are factors in the convergence

,ut", of p, and r to ihe virnral conhol laws pY and r 1 ' respec-

tively. Since p, and r are virtual controls for the system

IÈ': P'r

l;, : r
(25)

it is natural to seek convergence rates for 1t, and r to tr11 and r/
À* *" about a decade higho than the convergence rates of 22

atd Z3.Without a thorough convergence analy{s' but based on

tt 
" " ir"rrions for the Lyipunov functions and their derivatives'
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Thê time cvolutiqn of the cærdinato 22 [m]

150
ùme [8]

(a)

Thê tlru wobilon of the 6ordinat€ 22 lml

150
rire lsl

(b)
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Fig. 9. Ship yaw angle t' (-) togetherwith its set point value C -) [deg]' (a)

Experirnents. (b) Simulations.

The initial states in the experimental results presented here were

Fig. 8. Variable Z: tml. (a) Experimenls' (b) Simulations'

we chose ftr, = k, = 1 which immediately gave a stable scheme

without significant actuator magnitude saturation' To conclude'

there is a-lot of freedom in the choice of control parameters'

Bao,oshould,hence,bemadetofindgoodcriterialinkingthe
control pararneters to convergence rates and energy consump-

,io.r, ,o iuide this choice for practical implementation' As for

the experiment presented in Figs' 4-20'the control pararneters

*"t" Ëhor"n inàccordance with the above discussion' and the

sei-point in the pool r'(1, y{I andd; was chosen as follows:

f rrl'l

"=0..l L;l I.',,=1 1:,/=rrr)

,r'(0) = 4 rrr zi(0) = -1 ttt

u(0)æ2m <+ z2(0)æ-2m
i,io) = o,t*g z3(0) æ0rarl
u(0)æ0$
u(0)=0$
r(0) æ 0 $.

a1(0) æ -1n
(+ Z2(0) x *2 m

Z,t(O) x -2 rad

(30)

such that the variables h, zz allrd 23 wete given by

z1 = cos(ll)(r - 5) + sin(TP)(g - a)

z2 = -sin(/)(r - 5) + cos(dr)(E - a)

L:7-tl .

In all the experiments performed, including the one presented

io Hgr. 4*20, rheship converged to a neighbgrhood of the de-

,ir"O""q"itUtium point' Where in this neighborhood the ship

wa, uftâr the logging time of 300 s in each of the experiments

was sçeû to Oefend on the initial conditions' the frequencies'

*agnitoA" and àirection of the waves, the currents' and the mea-

surlment noise during the particular experiment' In addition to

ttus, the carnera system faried from time to time' in particular

*n"n tfr" ship moved between sectors of the pool covered by

k2 =1
As = 0.05

kr.=1 Y,r-4m
4r, = 0 cleg (26)

{27)
(28)

(2e)

Yil aûdê Fl (-) ànd d*k!d v8* er€là pdd (- -) &lcgl

Yfl angb p3i (-) cnd dæirod yil angle p€ld {- -} ldogl
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S!ryo vrlociry u (-) {d dsÊhd v'*ocily sd {- -} lcm/rl

The tirÉ mlulion ol tht mrdnâb 23 [dEgl

SwgË vdæity u s.d dosi..d vcloclty ud (- -ltm/$l
Th. tlfi. dolution ot thq @dinâb Zg [d'gû

Fig. 10. Variable Zx ldegl.(a) Experiments' (b) Simulations'

different cameras- During a camera failure' the estimates started

atimtg such that the feedback became wrong' and when the

"u-"ri.ytr"m 
had to be reinitialized this implied a disturbance

to the control system which is reflected by spikes in the time

evolution ofthe system variables and controls' The number and

duration of cameia failures during an experiment also affected

,t 
" "onu"rg"n"e 

of the ship' The iime evolution of the status of

*t 
" "u-"rirystem 

in the particular experiment presented here'

ir r*t it fig. 18. (The initial time of the experiments to = 72 s'

such that thJtime along the r; axis of the figures is tt = t-72 s)'
- 
it 

" 
ship motion in ihe ry plane is shown in- Fig' 4' tn Figs' 5

and 6 we see the time evolution of the variables r and zr' and

eG. S and 10 show the time evolution of the variables rf and

Zi.Wtsee that these variables oscillate' due to the oscillations

ù"the velociries ,rr, (Fig. 11) and r (Fig. 14) generated by the

control law in order to,"t 
"p 

a force that makes the unactuated

degrees of freedom converge' We can see th{ the ship oscilla-

tiJn. are quite close to the oscillations demanded by the control

system, as can Ue seen in Figs' 12 and 15 and are' hence' a re-

Fig. 11. Surge velocity u (-) together with its set point value (' -) [cm/sl' (a)

Experirnents. (b) Simulations'

sult of the periodic time-varying control approach used' These

oscillations will, hence, be sustained as long as there are distur-

bances driving the unactuated degree of freedom away from its

reference vahie. The time evolutions of the unactuated variables

i, i, *Au are seen in Figs' 7, 8 and 13-. Y".t* that the unac-

tuated variables converge [uite close to their desired values' but

also here there are some small deviations'

The commanded surge control force 1 and the commanded

yaw control moment 13 are shown in Figs' 16-I'l ' The actuator

*ugnitoO" saturations of 1 and 13 are approximately 1 N and 1

Nni, respectively, so we seà that the control system experienced

some actuator saturation in t initially'

The norms

Pr=ffi (31)

and
I

,, = @i z| + z! + (p * tIï)2 + rtz + (r - r.r)2 (32)
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Sffiy wlo.*y v (-l ild dc*rd docLy vd (- -l lctvd

16

1.4

Thê time evolution oi the eror (u'u{) Im/sl

1.2

04

150
time lsl

{âl

The lime evolution ot the ercr (mu-mul) lÛtsl

Fig. 12. Time evolution of the error 1t -
Simulations.

0.8

r50
IiF FI

(a)

o.4

150
N lrl

(b)

150 200

time lsl

ib)

are shown in Figs. 19-20'

To better understand the relation between the theoretical and

exferimental results, we have performed simulations under the

ideal conditions of a perfect ship model with no thruster satura-

tion, no measurement noise andno environmental disturbances'

The'simulation model is ((1F(3))' (4X6) with parameters

Fiu. I 3. Swav velocity t' (*) together with its set point value G -) [cm/s]' (a)

eiperiments. (b) Simulations'

numerical simulation results, $/e see thât qualitâtively the tran-

sient behavior is quite similar' In the experiments however' the

IÇ"onu"rg"s to a neighborhood of the set point instead of con-

î*!i* to tie set pointitself' 1]Me do not tully see in the frgures

that the ship converges to the origin in the simulations due to

tt 
" 

ti*it"Oiior" of 300 s of the experiments') When it comes

to the numeric values, we observe some differences also in the

i*rl"r,t u"t uuior. In Fig. 4 we see that the turns the ship makes

in the experiment are nL as sharp as those in the simulations'

Since the kinematic model is *"ll-ktto*n' it is probable that the

differences between experimental and simulation results are due

to effects not taken into uc"ouot inthe dynamjc model' Having

u Àr", look at the dynamic variables, we see in Figs. 11-12

,t ui ,t" surge velocity u and the transformed surge velocity 1t'

are not able to follow their references as well in the experi-

*"'',* u, in the simulations. The same applies for the angulal

""ùtty 
shown in Figs' 14-15' Since making p' and r follol

the virtual control inputs p'1 and r'1 is at the core of the control

design (in order to move flrward and backward together with

p.1 [m/sl. (a) ExPerimena' (b)

mrr = 19.0 d'1 = 4'0

rn22 * 35.2 t/:: - 1Û'0

ïn3;1 =4.2 dg = 1'0'

(33)

(34)

(3s)

The controller pffameters and the set point of the simulations

*"r" 
"t 

or"n equat to (26)' Furthermore' the initial conditions

*"r" 
"tor"n 

equal to the initial conditions in (30), and the ini-

,iJ,i*" ts = i2s, as in the experiment' The simulation results

*" .t 
"*"â 

agether with the experimen$ rlults in Figs' 4-17

*a fig.. P-IZO, in order to provide a back-to-back compar-

ir"" of*r" results of the nurnerical simulation and the experi-

*"rrt. Co*p*ing the figures presenting the experiment with the

sHy vdocity v and dc€*.d vdæhy vd (- -) tcm/rl
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The tims evolutim of the enÔr (r-rf) [d€g/s]

150
time [61

(a)

Thê time evolution oi the 6ttr (r-rl) [deg/s]

Fig. 15. Time evolution of the error t' - r J

(b) Simulations.

15o 20O

time lsl

tb)

Fig. 14. Angular velocity r (-) together with its set point value C t tdedsl'

(a) Experiments. O) Simulations'

tuming to create the necessary consol force in the unactuated

,*uV iy"*ics), it is therefore to be expected that neither the

sway velocity lt converges as well as in the simulations' Fig' 13'

A lo"rtion is which p-erturbations of the dynamic model that

giuè *ris result' There are a number of perrurhations that the

iùp pottiUfv was subjected to during the experiments' and that

were not taken into account in the ideal model that the control

d"tig" and analysis is based on, and which is used for simula-

tions. There were waves, culTents, and also hydrodynamic ef-

fects as the ship moved close to the sides of the pool' There

may also have 
-been 

modeling errors both in model structure

*ip*u*"r"rs of Cybership I (see Section II)' there were mea-

suràent noise and thruster lirnitations (magnitude and rate)'

À.o, tt 
"r" 

*ay have been small errors in the feedback since we

used estimates of the position and velocity from a nonlinear ob-

server. To seek to identify which of these factors that may have

been the most important, we performed simulations where we

introduced different perturbations to the ideal dynamic modgl

Waves and currents, model parameter errors and unmodeled in-

ertia and damping cross terms, measurement noise and thruster

magnitude limitations (the control frequency r'r of the experi-

*"ir, *u, so low that we do not expect thruster rate limitations

to be a problem) were introduced'

Cybership I has actuator saturation in the magnitude of 1'0

- r.i N *a^ t.o - 1.2 Nm in surge control force and yaw con-

ffol moment, respectively' Introducing Ércfuator magnitude sat-

uration at 1.0 N and 1.0 Nm, the transient values of tr were low-

"rà 
a values quite similar to those in the experiment' This may

i-pfy tftæ the quanttative differences in the transient values of

.ffi U" ttt" t"sult of actuator magnitude saturation' There were

ho'oerr"r no change in the transient value of r' which was as ex-

p""r"a since we see in Fig. l7 thatthe commanded yaw control

moment is below the magnitude saturation in both experiments

and simulations.
We then performed simulations with measure-

ment noise (without actuator saturation)' We added mea-

surement noise of zero mean value and standard devia-

tion 5 cm (conesponding to 3'5 m for the full scale off-

Ideg/sl. (a) ExPeriments.

Angular vdæity r and docrcd slqtty td {- -} tdndel
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Commnded Yaw @nlrol momont lNml

Commanded Surge control iorce [N]

Commanded Yaw contrcl moment [Nm]

16

14

Commanded Surge contrcl force {Nl

150
tine [s]

(b)

control force 7r tNl. (a) ExPeriments'

150
rire Isl

(b)

Fig. 16. Commanded surge

(b) Simulations'
Fig. 17. Commanded yaw control moment 73

(b) Simulations.

tNml. (a) ExPeriments'

shore supply vessel) to the position variables e;.&d g' and zero

*""" ti"" toise with a standard deviation of I deg to the yaw

angle d.'. This corresponds to the maximum measuremont noise

;*ptt vesset typicatty coold experience' The controls then of

course became more noisy, som;thing which-was transferred

to the states, mainly to thË surge and sway velocities u and r'

Til-"gt*t rvith the fact that*it is the dynamic equations of

thesetwostatesthataredirectlyaffectedby.land13,while
for the other states the noise inthe controls is mainly filtered

"r"V 
UV the dynamics and kincmatics' Despiæ the quite severe

measurement noise we add in the simulation' the main features

of the simulation results remain the same' Comparing these

;;-d" with the experiment, we can see from Figs' 11 and 14

that u, and r are somewhat affected by noise' but well below

the noise added in the simulations' Measurement noise is

therefore unlikely ,o U" u main reason for the differences in

experimental and simulation results'

W" ,fr"n removçd both actuator saturation and measurement

nolr", unO changed the simulation model parameters by adding

ZOVo tothediagonal elements of the inertia and added mass ma-

*^,Àou,i = 1,2,3, andby subuacting loE:yYthe diagonal

;i";;;; of the damping *ut'i", d' ii,'i = l' 2' 3'i'e" making the

,irip-it""i" larger and the stabilizing hydrodynamic damping

less than the controller is designed for' to investigate whether

model parameter €rrors can be a source for differences between

"-"p*iÀ"., 
and simulation results' This gave rise to some small

J"îo-ution in the earlier quite sinus like time evolution of the

i.riri* "*i"ule 
rr and also gave some small ripples in the other

states. The simulation ,es,ilÉ, thus, got somewhat closer to the

;;;;; tesults, and this indicates that there mav have been

model parameter errors in the experiments'.but these do not

secm to be a major reason for thc differences in experiment and

,i*urutioo r"ritr. To further investigate possible modeling er-

;;;;, ; included in addition to the parameter errors of the diag-

onal terms the nondiagonal terms mB aîd?71'32 in the matrix of

inertia and added mass, and also d23 and tl32 in the damping ma-

trix. These terms where chosen tobe 3O1o of the current values
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The nqm o'1 {x,Y,trsi,u'v,rl

Level 0: failure

150
nme lsl

(â)

Thê f,orm ol [x Y Psi u v 0

Fig. 18. Stâtus of the camera system during the €xperirnent' Vatue 3: OK'

Value 0: failure.

of rnz2, m3i, d22and dsr, respectively' {lttrgueh 
the choice of

these terms had to be soiiewhât random' the simulated behavior

,fr"*"a a closer resemblance with the results of the experiment'

In short the time 
"notoiion 

of the states was less srnooth and

the turns of the ship were seen to be less sharp in the r:g plane'

This indicates that the simplifying assumptions of diagonal ma-

oice'"rinertiaandhydrodynamicdampingmaybeanimpor-
tant reason for the differences seen between experimental and

25

theoretical results.*ï;witg 
the modeling errors' we then introduced an en-

vironmentai'disturbance ii the simulation model' A constant

earth/fixed force was used as a model for the bias of currents and

*"*t ,ft" affected the ship' We exposed th9 ship to a constant

force of 0.05 N in both the^gar*t-n^"a r- and y-directions' This

also gave a yaw moment as the body-fixed coordinate system

î"r p'r"""J io c- in front of the center of gtavity' This did not

uffol ttt" transient behavior as much as the "steady-state'o be-

havior. Instead of converging toward zero as in the simulation

unOer iOeat assumptions, now the unactulte! sway poslûon van-

able 3l and swuy u"lo"ity ' after about 150^s kept oscillating with

" 
rÀ"ff amplitude uboui uo error of about2} cm' One of the rea-

-"t. f". ,hi, oruy be that the actuated velocities u and r are not

able to follow the virnral control functions uY and 11 a1w1ll.as

without the disturbance' Another reason may be the lack of dis-

t"tiuo". uAupt"tion or integral effects in y ' Furthermore ' 
we saw

,fr"ift" **it"A velocitieJrr' and r went into steady oscillations

about zero. This agrees with the control development where u

andrareusedasvirtualinputstotheunactuatedsystem.When
u," onu"tout*d variables g-*a,, are not Zeroo the confioller cre.

ates oscillations in the virtual inputs u and rto create a control

force in sway. Therefor", whenàue to disturbances g and u do

not converge ,o,"to,'th" control algorithm will create steady

oscillations in u and r' This is also reflected in the controls 1
arrd r2.A similar behavior is also seen in the experiments' In

the time evolution of u andTr during the experiment' shown in

Figs. 11 and 14, *" 'L "o*"*poodlng 
oscillations' and this is

also reflected inthe controls' figs' 16 and 17' These simulations

may indicate that environmenà disturbances may be a major

Fig. 19. Norm p1' (a) Experiments' (b) Simulations'

source of the steady oscillations that the system showed in the

"^pJ*"*t. 
To conclude, the simulations indicated that there

were two main rçasons for the differences in simulation and ex-

neriment results. Modeling errors' in particular unmodeled dy-

ffiilJ;;;;""," u" iniportant to the difference in transient

Lehavior, and environmental disturbances was seen to create sta-

,iorr*y oscillations as observcd in the experiments'

The simulations and experiments furthermore illustrated that

tr," 
""'t,"rr"d 

ship had some robustness properties, something

îft"tt 
"t*pfies 

with the theoretical results in [24]' In particular'

since the origin is showed to be globally uniformly asymptoti-

"JÇ 
,,uUf", ifte ship has some robustness properties (that are not

gî"i*r*O uy gtoË* asymptotic stability)' In particular' when

ifr" *ftip is exposed to t*utt perturbations it will converge to

l'n"l-gr,uurr,ooa or trr" origin lsmall-signal.,L-' stability). The

size of this neighborhood is strictly increasing with the size of

,JplÀrfuriois [19,læmma O':1' nuring the experiments the

ship was subjected to u nombe' of perturbations' and also in the

simulations. There were modeling errors both in model structure

150 200

Tire Isl
(1')
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gains k, and À;" in (23) should have to be chosen larger than the

;il ;; unO f in 1t8;, 'io"" 
(23) aims at dominating the unde-

sired terms rather than cancelling them, the experiments showed

,fr" tpp"tlr". In particular, in tù experiments with the control

f"*irbl we had to increase À;r, and k' fr?T 1 (used l*:.::
p"titLti" with (23)) to 2 it order to avoid actuator saturatlon

and get good performance' A probable reason for this is that the

attempts of (1S) to cancel 'y't"* 
dynamics' due to modeling

errors rather introduced some destabilizing ærms and' hence'

it" 
"ooooff"t 

gains Â;,, and fr" had to be chosen large enough

to dominate these. Furthertnore' it was seen in the experiments

that despite more control efforts, the stationary errors w€re gen-

;;Jti;g"t than with the controller (23)' This indicates that

tZ:l gin"iu system that is more robust to modeling errors than

(18) does'

V. CoNcl-usroN

Fig. 20. Norm p1. (a) Experiments' (b) Simulations'

In this paper we have presented e*p"-1i1"n1a1 results in order

a U"r* orrà"rrtund the value and the limitations of the theory

pt"r"ti"O in [241. The globally asy.mptotically uniformly sta-

bilizing control law preJented in t2al was implemented for the

"*t 
oiof a model ôf an offshore supply vessel, scale 1:70, at

the GNC laboratory, NTNU' The expàrimental results complied

with the robustness properties givenby the theoraical results' In

purti"tf-, since tfre origin was-proved to be^a globally uniformly
'ômpoti"uffy stable àquilibrium point of the.ship' when the

;it;"t suupcteo to pËrrurbationi tik" unmodeled dvnamics'

*un"r, currents and measurement noise, theory predictedilll

the ship would converge to a neighborhood of the origin' This

*u, 't 

"rifi"d 
in all the experiments performed' as the ship was

seen to converge to a neighborhood of the tsin The ship went

irrto ,tution-f oscillatioîs in this neighborhood' Specifrcally'

while the unactuated sway variables wefe kept quite close to

their reference values, theL were stationary oscillations in the

ur*r-r"a degrees of freedom, i'e', in surge and yaw' Simula-

tions indicated that the main reason for these stationary oscil-

lations was envitonmental disturbances' This suggests that fu-

tore *ort should aim at taking into account these disturbances'

possibly including an adaptation the-me' 
It is still an open ques-

tion whether it is possible to firlly adapt and counteract distur-

i*", in all threè degrees of fràedom having onlv two 11!e;

p"na"n control itp"Ë' (Preliminary results are given in [13]'

fZgl, tZland t12li Furthermore comparing experiments with

simulations it was seen that actuator saturation could have some'

iuip-UaUfy not an important impact on the transient behavior

;:"tc". Unmoaleled âynu*i"t' ho-"t'"t' 
3eemed 

to be quite

ft"p.i*t for the differences in transient behavior' In partic-

"i*, 
i" future work the nondiagonal elements of the inertia and

àulping matrices should be taken into account in the control

and parameters of Cybership I (see S":9o: II)' Furthermore'

there were measurement noise, thruster limitations (magnitude

and rate), waves' currentso and also hydrodylamic effects as the

-trï*.t"d close to the sides of the pool' that were not taken

into account in the control design and analysis' Also' there may

;;;"b*" small errors in the feedback since we used estimates

"iÀ" 
p.tiri"n and velocity from a nonlinear.observer' Simula-

,ioo, ,io*"d that without all these perturbations' the ship con-

;;;;J;; the origin. The magnitude of the perturbations of the

,*i tn thç experiments could not be measured' but evidently

;;; ;t;;dl enough for the robustness result to hold'

For comparison, in order to fufiher understand the action of

the relativiy simple conffol law (23)' we also performed ex-

;;;;t *itrt 
",, 

and r' given bythe full backstepping con-

trol law (18). The control liw (18) aims at cancelling undesired

;;;, ; oppor"d to the simpler control larv in (23) that aims

uirurft", dominating the undeiired terms' Clearly we would ex-

;;;A;h*t type if feedbackin addition to being simpler also

to be more robust. This hypothesis was supported by the experi-

,n"rrtut r"rutts; pven tt'ouËn one could expect that the controller

design and analYsis.

The experiments supported the conjecture that a simplified

version oithe control law aiming at domilating undesired ærms

,utfr"r ttrun cancelling them, wili ha"e better robustness to mod-

;il;;;^ than a iull backstepping conlo1 law' It was also

noted that there was a lot of ru"Aom in choosing the control

oarameters, and efforts should be made to find good criteria for

this choice for practical implementation'

th€ mm ol Iz1 Z2 zg (mu-mul) v (t-rf)l
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